Abstract: The development of a computer-assisted diagnostic system in digestive endoscopy implies to understand the reasoning process of endoscopists. The aim of this study is to validate a reasoning model and a knowledge base previously defined. Eight endoscopists have participated to a diagnostic test including 5 video-sequences and using a "thinking aloud" method. The physician discourse was compared with the knowledge base content. Forty requests, built with indices extracted from endoscopist talks were submitted to the diagnostic research system.

The main results show that the endoscopists evoke all the information types defined in the knowledge base. Endoscopists well distinguish the endoscopic findings and diagnoses. They combine data-driven and hypothesis-driven approaches during the diagnostic process. Faced to complex diagnostic problem solving, they promote an analytical approach. The 40 requests have led to the correct finding class, as unique or first response in 25, second or other rank response in 12, and failed to recognize the lesion in 3 cases.

These results are consistent with the reasoning model and the knowledge base content. They suggest several ways for improving the diagnostic aid system, the research approach as well as the user interface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Endoscopy has modified the diagnostic approach of digestive tract diseases in a radical way, because it permits direct observation of digestive lesions with low invasive device and low risk for patients. With videoendoscopy, sequences of images can be stored more easily to constitute a medical referring document of the medical record file. The purpose of our project is to build an atlas of indexed endoscopic lesions that could be used in computer-assisted diagnostic, as referring data. Development of "intelligent" tools, which can retrieve referring images similar to an observed lesion, implies to understand the diagnostic reasoning. The aim of this study is to validate with endoscopists, the suggested reasoning model and the nature of the knowledge mobilized in diagnostic endoscopy as they were defined in previous studies [1,2].

In a first part, we will briefly describe the reasoning model and the knowledge base that has been deduced from literature review and endoscopist expertise. In the second part, we will report the test modalities and results, which will be discussed in the last part of the paper.

II. DIAGNOSTIC REASONING MODEL

The decision of digestive endoscopy is always justified by a medical context. The nature of this medical context leads to distinguish two reasoning approaches, which refer to three levels of medical knowledge (fig. 1). In one hand, the medical context is not specific: systematic exploration of the organ permits to focus on lesions, according to abnormal variation of color, relief or anatomical repairs. Medical knowledge of their characteristics leads to diagnostic of these elementary objects. Association of lesions compared with knowledge of gut diseases leads to generation of diagnostic hypothesis [3]. In the other hand, specific context leads to formulate diagnostic hypothesis very earlier, and combination of endoscopic lesions whose association confirms the diagnosis. The endoscopist explores more closely gut regions where these lesions are usually found.

![Fig. 1: Diagnostic reasoning model in digestive endoscopy.](image-url)
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III. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

The medical reasoning during endoscopy can be compared to the interpretation of the scene with objects where the scenes are the endoscopic diagnoses and the objects are the set of gathered information before and during the examination: demographic data, examination reasons, endoscopic findings and their spatial relationships (fig. 2). Classes of endoscopic findings and diagnoses constitute the two decision spaces of the diagnostic process.

The most usual endoscopic reasons for examination, findings and diagnoses, have been listed in the Minimal Standard Terminology for a computerized endoscopic database, which has been used as a classification of endoscopical scenes and objects [5]. Spatial relationships between objects have been deduced from endoscopist expertise.

From a medical point of view, it is possible to describe the classes of objects and scenes in an intensive way according to defined descriptors. This approach has led to an a priori description of 97 endoscopical findings and 158 endoscopical diagnoses.

The retrieval process, based on weighted relationships between syntactic descriptors and findings, and between objects and scenes has been previously described [2].

| Table 1: Syntactic descriptors of endoscopical lesions |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Location of the object:** | Anatomic location (longitudinal), Position in the organ (axial), Distance from the teeth. |
| **Repeated objects:** | Number of identical objects, Spatial organization. |
| **Aspect of the object:** | Shape, edge, Dominant color and color regularity, Relief and regularity of relief, Sizes: height, width and thickness, Motility, Effect of insufflation, Consistency. |
| **Relation with the adjacent organ:** | Color contrast, Consequences on the lumen. |

IV. VALIDATION TESTS

The aim of the validation stage was firstly to verify the consistency of the reasoning model and the knowledge representation with endoscopist behaviour and secondly to test the retrieval method using the endoscopist talks.

A. Material and method

Five short videoendoscopy sequences were submitted to 8 endoscopists: 4 seniors (10 years of practice at least) and 4 juniors (less than 3 years of practice). The videos sequences were selected according to the diagnostic difficulty and the characteristics of findings. A brief explanation on the project preceded each session but no information was delivered on the reasoning model or the knowledge representation. The 5 cases were always proposed in the same order: at first 3 simple cases and then 2 complex cases.

The endoscopists had to answer the following questions always in the same order:

1. What are your diagnostic hypotheses?
2. Which information elements have led to these conclusions?
3. Have you ever encountered a similar case?

Endoscopists were encouraged to “think aloud” and the sessions were taped. They could ask questions to the investigator about information that was not present in the video, like the medical context. After a spontaneous talk period, the investigator asked questions to the endoscopist.
to complete the scene description. The time was recorded: duration of spontaneous talk and total session, delay between the session start and the first endoscopist notice, the first diagnostic or context evocation, the correct diagnostic evocation. The discourse was matched with the knowledge base content in order to identify concordant descriptors. Two investigators controlled transcriptions. Two talk types were identified: fast (type 1) and delayed (type 2) diagnosis evocation according to the number of information before the first diagnostic hypothesis.

The measure of the computer-assisted diagnosis system performance was realized with indices, extracted from endoscopist talks. The system responses were compared with the correct endoscopical finding classes.

Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS software, using Log Rank test for censored data, Kruskall-Wallis ANOVA for quantitative data and exact Fisher test for qualitative data.

B. Results

The results concern 40 sessions for 8 endoscopists and 5 endoscopic cases. All descriptors types could be identified in the endoscopist spontaneous and total talk (tables 2, 3). Endoscopists mentioned 36 finding classes, 17 diagnosis classes and 16 distinct medical contexts, 28, 11 and 12 of them correctly matched with knowledge base content respectively. All 19 syntactic descriptors of endoscopical findings were mentioned, 17 of them spontaneously. The most frequent indices concerned anatomic location, shape, color and relief. Only 4 mentioned indices were not listed in the knowledge base. Type 1 talks were observed in 25 cases and type 2 in 15 cases. Similar last video situations had never been encountered in 3 cases: 2 juniors and 1 senior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous evocation</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Syntactic descriptors</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Endoscopic findings</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Medical context</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Spatial relationships</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Endoscopic diagnosis</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Diagnostic procedures</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session start</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chronological analysis of spontaneous endoscopist talk (table 2) showed that most frequent information pairs consisted in: firstly the same information type listing; secondly combination between syntactic descriptors and endoscopic findings, diagnoses or spatial relationships; thirdly combination between endoscopic findings and diagnoses.

Comparison between simple and complex cases showed that the medical context and the diagnostic procedures were more often evoked in complex cases (table 3). The correct diagnosis was evoked in 21 of the 24 simple case sessions and 15 of 16 complex case sessions. All durations increased significantly in complex cases, except delay to correct diagnosis (table 4). Type-2 discourse was more frequent in complex cases (10/16 talks) than in simple cases (5/24 talks; p<0.05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simple cases</th>
<th>Complex cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n=24</td>
<td>n=16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video play number</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous talk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactic descriptors</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endoscopic findings</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical context</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial relationships</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endoscopic diagnosis</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic procedures</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Means number of distinct information according to descriptor types and case complexity. n: number of sessions; m: mean; sd: standard error; p: Kruskall-Wallis test; ns: not significant.

Comparison according to experience showed that delay increased significantly for juniors. But, mobilized information was similar in juniors and seniors except the mean number of endoscopic diagnoses, which increased significantly in juniors (3 ± 1.8 versus 2,1 ± 1.1; p<0.05). The correct diagnosis was evoked in 16/20 sessions for juniors and all sessions for seniors. The talk type frequency did not differ significantly between juniors and seniors (type 1: 12 senior and 13 junior sessions).

The 40 requests, built with indices extracted from endoscopist talks were submitted to the diagnostic aid system. They led to the correct finding class, as unique or first response in 25 cases, as second response in 5 cases and other rank response in 7. The correct finding was not found in 3 requests; all of them deriving from junior talks.
V. DISCUSSION

The computer-assisted diagnostic system has been built according to literature review and endoscopist expertise. The validation stage imposed to confront the reasoning model, the knowledge structure and content, and the research method to the reality of physician practice. This study was based on real endoscopic situations submitted to endoscopists with variable experience level. The "thinking aloud" method allows discerning the mean information mobilized during the diagnostic reasoning. While deliberately, no information was given on the conclusions of the previous stages of the project, so the talk was not influenced, at least during the spontaneous discourse. Because of the medical language richness (synonymy, paraphrase...), the discourse analysis implied an interpretation stage and could be influenced by the investigator thinking. To lower this potential bias risk, two investigators controlled and agreed on the talk transcription.

The distinction between endoscopic findings and endoscopic diagnosis is perceived in the endoscopist discourse, although the border can be ambiguous when the endoscopic finding constitutes the unique element of the endoscopic diagnosis. This ambiguity can explain the discourse chronology and the jumps from syntactic descriptors to endoscopic diagnosis. The chronological analysis suggests that the diagnostic approach is not only running a forward way from syntactic descriptors to endoscopic diagnosis, but admits many forward and backward motions between data and diagnostic hypothesis. This result can be partially explained by the study design and the discourse formulation but is in accordance with the reasoning processes that have been conceived at the previous stage: data-driven and hypothesis-driven approaches.

Fast diagnosis evocation (type 1) was most frequent in simple than in complex cases. This result suggests that when diagnostic problem is unusual, the endoscopist uses a more analytical approach based on syntactic descriptors, while faced to a common diagnostic problem, the perception is sudden according to an induction approach [6]. This result emphasizes the role of experience in the visual diagnostic process and the importance of syntactic descriptors in complex endoscopic problem solving.

No difference in talk type was found between juniors and seniors. This result can be explained by recent juniors experience. Although the last video session showed a very rare diagnostic case (duodenal metastasis), 2 of 4 juniors had encountered a similar case within one month before the test. The 2 other juniors never evoked the correct diagnosis. Only 1 senior had never encountered a similar case but evoked cautiously the correct diagnosis and proposed biopsies as a complementary diagnostic procedure.

The study confirms that the information mobilized during the endoscopic diagnostic process is consistent with the structure as well as the content of the knowledge base. The endoscopists introduce spatial relationships, most of them concerning part of the findings that is in accordance with the "object / sub-object" approach.

All types of objects and all syntactic findings descriptors have been mentioned by endoscopists. The absence of some diagnostic and finding classes was expected and does not modify the aid-system model: it just underlines the need for completing the knowledge base periodically.

The research method gives encouraging results while the correct response was found in 37 of 40 requests, and well ranked in 25. Further studies are needed to validate the request interface between the endoscopist and the retrieval process, in more realistic situation. Nevertheless, the present study suggests that it is nearly impossible for endoscopist to build an exhaustive request, especially when he is confronted with an unknown diagnostic situation. An interactive interface has yet been conceived for improving the user agreement: the most usual descriptors, as observed here, are the entry data and next, the research algorithm proposes other syntactic descriptors according to their aptitude to discriminate competing hypothesis.

Finally, the present study shows forward and backward reasoning in the endoscopic diagnostic process, while our computer-assisted diagnostic system runs only a data-driven approach. A further study is needed to integrate the 2 approaches in the diagnostic research system and to measure how these combined approaches could improve the responses.
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